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PRINCIPAL’S REPORT

Dear families and community members,

FAREWELL ASTRID
Recently
we
said
I hope this newsletter finds everyone well. It has farewell to our valued
been great to have a period of settled, on-site
volunteer
Astrid
learning for our students and I am very grateful Moriarty who has been
that our school was granted a variation from the coming in to hear
government’s roadmap.
students read for a few
years now. Astrid has a
MANDATORY VACCINATIONS
deep
passion
for
Many will be aware that the
literature and made a
state government have made
positive impact on our school and our students.
COVID-19 vaccinations
Best wishes Astrid, on your next chapter and
mandatory for Department of
thank you for you contribution to Maroona
Education staff. I expect this
Primary School
mandate to extend to all
people over 16 entering the school grounds
Kind Regards,
some time in the future. This includes parents,
contractors and volunteers. Pleasingly, our
operations in terms of on-site teaching and
learning will not be affected at this stage. Please Darren.beer@education.vic.gov.au
get in contact if you have any questions around
on-site access at this time.
Value of the fortnight
SCHOOL PHOTOS
At this stage, schools are
unable to have
photographers on site to
take school photos. While
we hope this will change
in the coming weeks, we
are planning on taking our own school photos
next Tuesday the 26th of October. Students
should come to school next Tuesday wearing
their school sports tops and their nicest smiles. If
possible, we will arrange for a professional
photographer to come to the school later in the
year.

Each fortnight we will focus on one of our
four school values. Our focus for this fortnight is ‘kindness’.
As a school we talked about kind things
you can do for others like cheer someone
up when they’re sad or help them when
they’re hurt.
We also agreed that the best acts of kindness are the ones that people don’t expect.
Finally we agreed that even if you don’t
agree with a person or an idea, you can
still talk about it kindly!

Senior School Shoutout
SOUNDWAVES UPDATE
The sound waves approach uses a sound to letter strategy which acknowledges that sounds can
be represented in more than one way. Each week in the senior room we explore a new sound.
This week we are exploring the sound that you hear in all of the following words:

you, use, beautiful, million and tune
and lots more. Can you tell me what the sound is? It can be made using the graphemes

and

y, u

ew; these are the most common. However older students also explore the graphemes i
and

u_e, which can also make the same sound or phoneme.

Some students are choosing to bring their sound waves books home to work on them, which is
great and can done as a lead in to home reading. Sound waves books do need to be brought back
to school each day to enable students to consolidate their understandings.

Congratulations Julianne,
Danielle, Kate, Olivia, Jasmine, Emily, Archie and
Grace on achieving your
recent reading milestones.
Keep up the great work.

My Magical Story by Vincent
Once upon a time the rabbit built a house for the fairy and the rabbit and the fairy were friends. The rabbit
and the fairy had a fight but they said sorry to each other. They lived happily ever after.
The Goblin and the Dragon by Tommy
Once upon a time there was goblin. The goblin went walking in the forest. He walked near a river. He was
very cold. He saw a cave nearby so he crossed the river but there was a dragon in the cave. The dragon
lit up the whole forest so the goblin ran across the river on the stepping stones. He built a new home and
lived happily ever after.
The Rabbit and the Giant by Billy
Once upon a time there was a rabbit. He lived in a hole. Then he ran out of the hole. Then a giant came
with a gun but there were no bullets, so the rabbit gave the bullets to the giant. He lived happily ever after.
The Elf and the person called Tom by Thomas
Once upon a time the elf lived in the bushes under the tree and the person accidentally knocked over the tree.
She waved her wand so she made it not fall over. She lived happily ever after.
Alice the Elf by Annabelle
Once upon a time lived Alice the Elf. She lived in the woods. She got hurt. She got her magic and she came
back all well with her magic powers. She went back to her house. Alice lived happily ever after.
The Elf and the Dragon by Rowly
Once upon a time there was a dragon who lived in the forest. One day he lost his fire breath. An elf found
hot coals and then the elf got the dragon to come and eat the hot coals, so he could breathe fire again. They
lived happily ever after.
The Witch and the Giant by Charley
Once upon a time there was a witch who lived in the forest. One day a giant said to the witch, “You’d better
give me those blueberries or else.” So the giant picked the witch up and threw the witch and she landed in a
spider web. A fairy came and helped the witch then they went picking blueberries again. They lived happily
ever after.
The Santa and the Children by Alice
Once upon a time Santa was delivering the presents. Santa gave the children the wrong presents and then the
children woke up. They opened the presents and they didn’t care. They lived happily ever after.
The Fairy and Grace by Emma
Once upon a time there was a fairy and she lived in a mushroom. One day Grace stepped on the mushroom
but the fairy was out getting flowers. They mended the house out of wood and lived happily ever after.
The Tractor and the lamb called Roger by Tess
Once there lived a tractor who was bogged. One day the lamb came along to help the tractor and pushed him
out.
The Fairy and the Foal by Isabella
Once upon a time there was a fairy and a foal and they lived at the end of the woods. The fairy had lost
her power and the foal said, “I will help you.” So the foal got some fairy magic and it had worked. They
lived happily ever after.
Tug and Frank by William B
Once there lived Frank the bull and Tug the tractor and one day Tug got bogged and he asked for help.
Frank came to Tug and he towed Tug and he came out of the bog. He got a rope to get Tug out. They
lived happily ever after.
The Bull and a Chick by William J
Once there lived a chick and a bull. The chick was fluffy. One day the bull got lost. The bull got lost in a
maze. The chick helped by telling the bull where to go. The chick led the way then Bob went home and they
lived happily ever after.

Foundation, 1 & 2- Blurb No. 12– 2021
We have settled back into routine and work very quickly in the F-2 room this term. Everyone is
working on our class goal to improve our handwriting and use the dotted third lines properly as
well as form our letters correctly. Whilst the students are doing a great job with the formal writing lessons, we now need to transfer this writing to all our other work. We
are also trying to remember our ‘boundary punctuation’ and put capital letters at the beginning of our sentences and full stops at the end.
S
uperhero of the Fortnight
Our ‘superhero of the fortnight’ is Billy King who always does his best work.
Billy bounces into class each morning and always has some sort of exciting
adventure to tell us. Billy is working particularly hard on his reading and
writing. Great work Billy– we all love what you do so just keep up the super
effort! You are a terrific ‘super hero of the fortnight’.
Reading F-2– nights of reading
Some of our readers have reached great milestones this fortnight
with their reading while others have ‘taken their foot off the pedal’
and started to miss several nights of reading– please try to get your
child to read aloud as many nights as possible each week as statistics show: ‘Starting in kindergarten, if a student reads 20 minutes a
day at home, they will hear 1.8 million words per year. They will
have read for 851 hours by grade six and on standardized tests, they
will likely score better than 90% of their peers’. This is compelling
data on the benefits of encouraging your child to read.
We had 5 students (bookworms) reaching their amazing reading goals this fortnight:
125
150
225
250

nights of reading: Emma Barr;
nights: Annabelle Bibby;
nights: William Jarrett, Alice Armstrong;
nights: Lucy Robertson.

Art
Some great artwork was produced with the Lions Peace poster
competition with the theme ‘We are all connected’. The winning
entry from Maroona P. S. which will be submitted to the Willaura
Lions Club to pass on to the next level of competition was Charlotte Robertson. The judges felt that Charlotte not only did a
great piece of art but also encapsulated the theme really well. Congratulations Charlotte and best
of luck.
We have commenced our canvases and we’re doing a suF-2 Learning
per job with this artwork. The students are also enjoying
Week 3: 18th– 22nd October
using quality materials and acrylic paint. Stay tuned for the
Foundation Soundwaves: ir, ur
final products.
Gr. 1-2 Soundwaves:

y, u(yoo): your,
yellow, yo-yo, cube, use

Mathematics: Measurement & Geometry
Foundation– Classify 2D shapes, Capacity, Length
Gr. 1– Directions, Compare Capacity, The
Cube, Properties of shape
Gr. 2– Following Instructions, Comparing
area, Turning shapes
Week 4: 25th– 29th October
Foundation Soundwaves: or, a
Gr. 1-2 Soundwaves: oo, ew, ue,

u: too, few, blue, use

u_e,

Mathematics: Number and Algebra
Foundation: Pattern blocks, Sharing
Gr. 1– Place value, Relating addition and
subtraction
Gr. 2– Multiplication, Division with repeated subtraction, Subtraction blocks,
Addition blocks.

V.C.O.P.
We wrote some great magical narrative stories last week–
I hope you can sit back and enjoy some imaginative tales:
The Scared Fairy by Fletcher
Once upon a time there was a little fairy called Alice and a giant
called Fletcher and they lived in the forest.
Fletcher the giant stepped on her home then Alice came home and
she saw her home was squashed. Fletcher helped fix it and they
lived happily ever after.

